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IR35
We take away the confusion and hassle of IR35 with a simple
and fully insured approach giving you peace of mind.
Each of our consultants and their engagements are subject to a rigorous assessment against IR35
legislation – we provide a detailed, independent and unbiased report of every engagement and
instantly insure against tax liability. We can even provide the same for your current contract workforce.

How it works
Our simple approach gives instant outcomes, tracked
with full transparency through our online portal.

1.

Each consultant has an individual profile in our
online assessment tool.

2.

We assess the engagement through our simple
online questionnaire.

3.

Instant determination given and IR35 insurance
approved.

4.

Determination communicated via email
notification with simple ‘click-to-accept’ and
tracked in the portal.

5.

Repeat at each extension point or if there's any
change to the engagement to ensure continuous
compliance.

Easy to use
We give you access to an easy to use
dashboard where you can view all your
consultants, download their individual
assessments and SDS docs, and follow
a simple progress workflow of
outstanding or upcoming tasks.

Insurance

Post April 2021 proof – start preparing now to avoid the
confusion and scramble we saw in early 2020.

Tax liability up to £100k per engagement.

With the incoming changes to IR35
legislation and the shift in liability away
from the contractor, our insurance

Legal costs up to £100k per engagement.

covers the total engagement rather than
a single party, so everyone is covered no
matter who the liability sits with.

Cover is valid during and up to 4 years after the
engagement is finished.

Underwritten by Zurich Insurance Group.

No ‘prospects of success’ clause.*

*A typical policy would require a claim to have at least 51% chance
success for it to be backed. Our policy will back every case regardless.

What does it cost?

The good news is there's no additional cost – all our
engagements are assessed and fully protected.
If you have existing contractors, either direct or through another supplier, we’d be happy
to work with you to assess and insure these too, so you can manage everything together
in one simple portal – please contact us for a quote.

Credibility
As a heavily contract focussed business placing thousands of contractors over
the last 10 years, our team have gained extensive knowledge of IR35.
Over the years we’ve built a support network of expert accounting and legal professionals, tax advisors, HR,
people & procurement specialists, as well as invaluable real-world experience working closely with contractors
and clients from all industries, of all sizes, with all variations of contract/perm workforces.
We understand the needs of different businesses, why they engage contractors, the value they can add, and we
can work with you to advise and provide compliant solutions to minimise disruption.
Our assessment process is trusted and underwritten by Zurich Insurance Group allowing us to instantly provide
insurance for each review we carry out.
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